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Controlled vocabularies and standardization 
resources for research applications: 

AIMS

● Facilitate communication between different groups, 

research areas… 

● Make data discoverable

● Enables logical reasoning

● Enable computational analysis of data sets



Why do we need standardized nomenclature?  

=  tooth bud initiation 

=  cellular bud initiation

=  flower bud initiation

The same name can be used to describe different 
concepts



● AURKB » Aurora kinase B 
● FLT3 » Receptor-type tyrosine-protein kinase FLT3
● CDK7 » Cyclin-dependent kinase 7

All have as synonym ’STK1’ or STK-1’, which stands for: 

Stem cell tyrosine kinase 1 
Serine/threonine-protein kinase 1

The same name/synonym can be shared between 
different genes



Conversely, the same concept can be described by 
different names

● Glucose synthesis
● Glucose biosynthesis
● Glucose formation
● Glucose anabolism
● Gluconeogenesis



● MAPK1: Erk2, MAPK2, PRKM2, Prkm1, ERT1, p40, p41,
p41mapk, p42mapk

● MAPK2: Does not exist (other than synonym for MAPK1)

● MAPK3: Erk1, Esrk1, Prkm3, p44erk1, p44mapk 

● MAPK4: Erk4, p63-MAPK, Prkm4 

The same protein can have multiple names in 
the literature

MAP kinases: known for their roles in many cellular processes such as 
cell growth, adhesion, survival and differentiation

MAP kinases gene names and synonyms

Non-ambiguous naming of biological entities is desirable



What things do we need to name ? 

● Organisms
● Genes, Proteins, Isoforms
● Genetic variations
● Post-translational modifications
● Gene functions
● Anatomical structures
● Phenotypes
● Cellular locations
● Experimental protocols, reagents
● etc.



Types of standardized resources

● Unique database identifiers

● Terminology / Controlled vocabulary / Thesaurus
- Standardized terms
- Ideally, enriched with definitions and synonyms

● Ontology
- Formal representation of knowledge within a domain as a 
set of concepts and the relationships between pairs of 
concepts.
- Supports logical reasoning
- Supports computational analysis

● Dataset and experiments descriptions



● Examples: UniProtKB, neXtProt, GenBank, etc

● Uniquely refer to database objects

● Can help resolve nomenclature issues

● Traceable

● Cross-references and mappings available

(1) Unique database identifiers



Single biological entities may have 
multiple “unique” database identifiers
● Multiple database representing different aspects of genes/proteins/etc.  

have different identifiers



‘Dictionaries’ or lists of words, ideally with definitions 
and synonyms. 
May have some hierarchical structure

● Cell lines
● Antibodies
● Keywords (Swiss-Prot)
● Sequence feature names
● Diseases (NCI Thesaurus, for e.g.) 
● etc.

(2) Thesauri and controlled vocabularies



Issues with cell lines

● Cell lines are widely used by research laboratories 
● Some are acquired from cell collections (ATCC, Riken, etc.) 

while others are shared between labs
● A huge mess in term of standardization: names, origin,  

contaminations
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Cellosaurus
● A thesaurus of cell lines
● ± 40,000 cell lines 

from 435 species 
● 1’000s of synonyms, references, and xrefs
● Available from the ExPASy web server 

(http://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/)
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Problematic cell lines
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Examples of problematic cell lines
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● Antibodies used to be referred to by catalog number
● The Antibody Registry provides unique identifiers for antibodies
● Now requested by several journals

Antibodies
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● Some researchers have common names
● People may change institution or name

Researchers

ORCID	(Open	Researcher	and	Contributor	ID)	provides	an	identifier	for	
individuals	to	use	with	their	name	as	they	engage	in	research,	scholarship,	
and	innovation	activities.	
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Types of standardized resources

● Unique database identifiers

● Terminology / Controlled vocabulary / Thesaurus

● Ontologies

● Dataset and experiments descriptions



● Formal representation of knowledge within a domain 
as a set of concepts and the relationships between 
pairs of concepts.

- accurately reflects the properties of the objects
- intelligible to a domain expert
- formalized in a way that allows automatic

information processing

Ontology



Components of ontologies

● Individuals: instances or objects (the basic or "ground level" 
objects) E.g., Mary

● Classes: sets, collections, concepts, classes in programming, 
types of objects, or kinds of things E.g., Female

● Attributes: aspects, properties, features, characteristics, or 
parameters that objects (and classes) can have 
E.g., Females have 2 X chromosomes

● Relations or properties: ways in which classes and 
individuals can be related to one another E.g., Females are Persons

● Usually encoded in ontology-specific languages



Most commonly used relations: 
“is a” and “has part” 

● Mitochondrion has two parents: 
(1) it is an organelle 
(2) it is part of the cytoplasm

● Organelle has two children: 
(1) mitochondrion is an organelle
(2) organelle membrane is part of organelle 



Comparison of “is a” and “part of”
The is a relation

● Wherever B exists, it is as part of A, 
and the presence of the B implies the 
presence of A. 

● However, given the occurrence of A, we 
cannot say for certain that B exists. 

● The part of relation is transitive.

The has part relation

● If A is a B, it means that node A 
is a subtype of node B.
E.g.: mitotic cell cycle is a cell cycle, 
or lyase activity is a catalytic activity.

● The is a relation is transitive, i.e
if A is a B, and B is a C, we can infer 
that A is a C. 



The “regulates” relation
● Describes biological regulation, i.e., when one process directly affects the 

manifestation of another process or quality, i.e. the former regulates the latter. 

● The target of the regulation may be another process—for example, regulation of a 
pathway or an enzymatic reaction—or it may be a quality, such as cell size or pH.

● Whenever a cell cycle checkpoint 
occurs, it always regulates the cell cycle. 
However, the cell cycle is not solely 
regulated by cell cycle checkpoints. 

● The regulation of a process does not 
need to be part of the process itself.



The Gene Ontology (GO)
• Beyond naming of proteins and genes, the GO provides a 

common vocabulary to compare the roles of orthologous 
genes from different species

• Terms are linked to each other in a hierarchal structure 



Organization of GO
The ontology covers three domains:

• cellular component, the parts of a cell or its extracellular 
environment.

• molecular function, the elemental activities of a gene 
product at the molecular level, such as binding or catalysis.

• biological process, operations or sets of molecular events 
with a defined beginning and end, pertinent to the functioning of 
integrated living units: cells, tissues, organs, and organisms.



Molecular Function
activities or molecular roles of a gene product

● insulin binding

● insulin receptor activity

• glucose-6-phosphate isomerase activity



Biological processes
wider biological role 

cell division

transcription



Cellular component
where a gene product acts

• plasma membrane• mitochondrion
• mitochondrial membrane
• mitochondrial matrix
• mitochondrial lumen



parentage

id:	GO:0006094 unique	GO	ID

Anatomy of a GO term

is_a:	GO:0006006	glucose	metabolic	process
is_a:	GO:0019319	hexose	biosynthetic	process

name:	gluconeogenesis term	name

ontologynamespace:	process

definitiondef:	The	formation	of	glucose	from	noncarbohydrate
precursors,	such	as	pyruvate,	amino	acids	and	glycerol.

synonymexact_synonym:	glucose	biosynthesis

links	to	other	databasesxref_analog:	MetaCyc:GLUCONEO-PWY
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Each GO term has two definitions

A	textual	definition	
written	by
a	biologist

Graph	structure	
(~hierarchy):	formal
and	computable
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Graph representation of ontologies
• Nodes = concepts in the ontology

• Edges = relationships between the concepts



Other logical aspects of GO

• Disjointedness: two properties are disjoint if there are no 
two individuals that are interlinked by both properties
E.g. mitochondria and nucleus are disjoint

• Property Restrictions: Property only exists in certain 
conditions. One type is taxon constraints in GO, E.g. nucleus 
occurs only in eurkaryotes

• Logical reasoning: The hierarchy of ontologies also implies 
that the nucleolus (a part of the nucleus), is also only present in 
eukaryotes.



Applying GO: Annotations



Annotations are links between terms and genes
Annotations	for	protein	RAD50

Proteins	annotated	to	DNA	recombination



Annotations are supported by 
Evidence codes

Figure	from:	Gaudet,	Skunka,	Hu,	Dessimoz,	The	Gene	Ontology	Handbook 2017



The hierarchy of the GO allows to also retrieve 
proteins having more specific functions



What other genes are involved in Mismatch 
Repair in human (or a child)? 

Symbol Name
ABL1 Tyrosine-protein	kinase	ABL1
ERCC1 DNA	excision	repair	protein	ERCC-1
EXO1 Exonuclease	1
G7 G7	protein
GTBP GTBP-ALT
hMLH1 DNA	mismatch	repair	protein
LIG1 DNA	ligase	1
MLH1 DNA	mismatch	repair	protein	Mlh1
MLH3 DNA	mismatch	repair	protein	Mlh3
MSH2 DNA	mismatch	repair	protein
MSH3 DNA	mismatch	repair	protein	Msh3
MSH4 MutS	homolog	4
MSH4 MutS	protein	homolog	4
MSH5 MSH5-SAPCD1	readthrough (NMD	candidate)
MSH6 DNA	mismatch	repair	protein	Msh6
MUTYH Adenine	DNA	glycosylase
PCNA Proliferating	cell	nuclear	antigen
PMS1 PMS1	nirs	variant	1
PMS2 Mismatch	repair	endonuclease	PMS2
PMS2P5 Postmeiotic	segregation	increased	2-like	protein	5
PMS4 HPMS4	protein



Ensuring Stability in a Dynamic Ontology

Ontologies (and the GO) are frequently modified
● To reflect current knowledge
● To correctly represent all organisms
● To correct mistakes

Best practices for ensuring stability 
● IDs are never deleted; instead, terms have a status 

“obsolete” and kept in the ontology
● For each term, a comment is added to explains why the 

term is now obsolete 
● A replacement is suggested whenever possible
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Anatomy
Physiology

Phenotype

Pathway

Disease

Molecular

Metabolic
Developmental

Stage

Ontologies

Beyond GO – Open Biomedical Ontologies

Several	are	used	in	the	GO	(anatomy,	small	molecules,	cell	types)	to	make	ontology	
maintenance	more	modular 40



Who develops GO and provides annotations ? 

• GO Consortium members: databases working 
together to define standardized ontologies and provide 
annotations 

• Members of the broader community 

• You can contribute at https://github.com/geneontology

Biological Research CommunityGO Consortium Curators

Ontology
Annotations/

LEGO 
Models

Enrichment 
UI & API

AmiGOGO APIFunctional 
Inference 

Phylogenetic annotation

PAINT Noctua
Enhanced 
Protégé

Ontology Edits

GAF
Quality Assurance

Literature annotation

SGN

Gene
Ontology

Annotations

LEGO Models 
(OWL)

Tabular Format
(GAF)

Dissemination

Training, Documentation, 
Workshops, etc.

Domain Expertise, 
Reviews, Error reports

Social 
media

Video 
tutorials

Training 
curricula

Direct line
help-desk



Accessing GO annotations
Official GO site: 

http://www.geneontology.org/page/download-annotations

Other sources: 

● GOA - EBI

● NCBI

● UniProtKB

● Model Organism Databases (yeast, mouse, etc.) 
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Types of standardized resources

● Unique database identifiers

● Terminology / Controlled vocabulary / Thesaurus

● Ontologies

● Dataset and experiments descriptions

Introduction:	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2zK3sAtr-4



● FAIR: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable
● Goal is to improve the infrastructure supporting the reuse of 

scholarly data
● Resulting from the ‘post-genomic era’: large quantity of data 

available that should support reuse

Data and metadata standardization: 
Applying FAIR principles

Source:	PMID:	26978244	PMCID:	PMC4792175 DOI:	10.1038/sdata.2016.18
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Findable:
● (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and persistent identifier
● data are described with rich metadata (defined by R1 below)
● (meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource

Accessible:
● (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a standardized communications 

protocol
● the protocol is open, free, and universally implementable

Interoperable:
● (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for 

knowledge representation.

Reusable:
● (meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data usage license
● (meta)data are associated with detailed provenance
● (meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards

The FAIR Guiding Principles



Metadata about experiments 

● Describe specific types of experiments 
- microarray/RNA seq = MIAME 
- proteomics (MS) = MIAPE
- etc

● Describe experimental set up: conditions, treatments, 
experimental system (cell line, organism, organelle, etc)

● To make experiments comparable and reproducible



Lack of standardization makes data 
difficult to find



MIAPE: Minimal information About a Proteomics Experiment

Aspect Reporting	Guidelines Format Controlled	vocabulary

Source:	PMID:	24136562	DOI:	10.1007/978-1-62703-631-3_53  
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BioSharing

● Curated, searchable portal of linked information on 
content standards, databases, and (progressively) 
journal and funder policies in the life sciences

● BioSharing ensures that data standards, biological 
databases and data policies are registered, 
informative and discoverable



MIAPE-MS @ BioSharing













PART 2 
Analysis tools based on GO



● Introduction to enrichment analysis
● Annotation sets
● Types of statistical tests
● Overrepresentation analysis using GO/PANTHER

• Overrepresentation test
• Enrichment test

Overview



● You’ve done a genome-wide experiment 
• Disease association study over 100 M distinct genomic 

variant sites 
• RNA-seq experiment that quantitates changes in tens of 

thousands of genes/splice forms
• Etc.

● How do you interpret a huge number of individual 
measurements, in terms of the underlying biology?

● The main approach is “enrichment analysis”, AKA “pathway 
analysis”

Interpreting high-throughput 
“omics”/genomics experiments



● Uses known information about gene function
to see if there are any statistical trends in the kinds of 
FUNCTIONS of the genes that are changed in the 
experiment

● Hypothesis: genes in the same biological subsystem 
(“module” or “pathway”) tend to be coordinately regulated, 
or have similar biological effects when perturbed

Enrichment analysis



● Different statistical tests
● Different “annotation sets”
● How do they compare? 
ØIf there are differences, don’t just choose the one that you’d 

prefer to be true, examine the results to understand them

Enrichment analysis parameters



● Appropriate sets depend on biological question
• most “omics” data analysis looks for correlated changes across 

groups of genes that may function together: GO biological 
processes (includes pathways)

● Different ontology “aspects”
• Gene Ontology: Molecular function, cellular component, biological 

process

● Different versions of same set
• Always use most recent sets: most complete and accurate
• For GO, can restrict to subset of evidence types

Annotation sets



● “Overrepresentation”
• In my list of genes, are any functional classes found more often than 

expected?

● “Enrichment” (e.g. GSEA)
• No list.  For every gene in a large-scale experiment, a value is 

measured and computed.
• Do the genes in a particular functional class have a distribution of 

values that is different from the expected distribution?

Two main types of test



● Input
• A list of genes of interest
• Optional but recommended: a “reference” list of genes from which the 

first list was 
• Are some functional classes over (or under) represented in the list 

compared to random expectation?
● Output

• Enrichment/depletion: how many more (fewer) genes of each class is 
in the list than expected

• P-value: the probability that the observed enrichment/depletion is 
significantly different from the null hypothesis of NO 
ENRICHMENT/DEPLETION

Overrepresentation test



Overrepresentation Test

Genes annotated	with	a	given	GO	term
Genes	not	annotated	with	a	given	GO	term

Is	the	given	annotation	class	over- or	under-
represented	compared	to	a	reference?

Reference	
gene	list	

Your	gene	list
of	interest
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For each GO term, are there more 
(overrepresented) or less 
(underrepresented) in the list of 
interest than expected by chance?

All	genes	on	the	reference	gene	list Genes	upregulated in	tumor	sample

Intracellular	signaling	cascade



Over (under) representation test 
example



Actual	RNA-seq
experiment	in	
Drosophila	comparing	
wildtype to	a	Piwi
mutant	(this	list	is	of	
genes	down	more	than	
2-fold	in	the	mutant)
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Analysis	summary	box
Allows	modifications	to	analysis

ID	mapping	summary
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Corrections

• Because	the	analysis	evaluates all	GO	labels	present	in	the	test	
set,	the	number	of	statistical	tests	performed	in	a	single	analysis	
may	amount	to	several	hundreds.	

• When	testing	individual	categories	at	a	significance	level	(a	level)	
of	say	0.05,	you	expect	5	/100	tested	categories	to	be	over-
represented	just	by	chance.	

• Most	tools	have	corrections	to	take	that	into	account,	such	the	
Benferroni correction,	the	False	Discovery	Rate,	the	Banjamini &	
Hochberg,	etc.	

• It	is	recommended	you	use	a	correction.	
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Gene Ontology Analysis tools
Online resources:
• Panther: http://pantherdb.org // http://www.geneontology.org/
• DAVID: https://david.ncifcrf.gov/
• VLAD: http://proto.informatics.jax.org/prototypes/vlad/
• G:profiler: http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/

Cytoscape plugin
• BINGO: https://www.psb.ugent.be/cbd/papers/BiNGO/Home.html

R	packages
• TopGO

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/topGO.html
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Remember ! 
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A bioinformatics experiment is also an experiment ! 

To	be	FAIR,	you	must	provide:	

- The	data	you	are	using	(get	set	and	background	set	if	applicable)
- The	tool	you	used,	and	either	the	version	and/or	the	date	the	analysis	was	

run
- The	version	of	the	Gene	Ontology	and	the	annotations
- The	source	of	the	GO	annotations	(different	resources	may	only	have	

certain	subset	of	the	annotations)
- Any	manipulation	you	have	done	to	the	data	that	may	affect	

reproducibility	(removed	isoforms;	changed	obsolete	identifiers;	etc)	
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